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THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT PURCHASING COOPERATIVE 
ADDENDUM NO. 1 

 
Proposal Invitation No. 746-24 
Fire Service Apparatus Vehicles 

 
The following addendum is issued to Proposal Invitation No. 746-24, Fire Service Apparatus Vehicles and shall become a 
permanent part of the Proposal Invitation document. 
 
PROPOSAL SPEICIFICATION SUMMARY 
 
The Proposal Specification Summary has been amended to include Section IX for Fleet Mobile Maintenance Services.  
In addition, the corresponding line item in the electronic proposal submission system has been added and modified to align 
with the Proposal Specification Summary. 
 
Please sign and return one copy of this Addendum with your proposal as verification of your receipt and 
compliance with the information contained in this Addendum. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Company Name: ________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Signature of Authorized  
Company Official: _____________________________________________  Title: ________________________ 
 
 
Telephone Number: ___________________________________________  Date: ________________________ 
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PROPOSAL SPECIFICATION SUMMARY 
 

The categories and items specified for this Proposal Invitation are summarized below. For full Proposal Specifications, 
you must review and complete the Proposal Specification information in the electronic proposal submission system 
in accordance with the Instructions to Proposers (or, if submitting a hard copy Proposal, timely request and complete 
the Proposal Specification Form in accordance with the Instructions to Proposers).  
__________________________________________________________________________________________________   
                                                                                                                                          
PROPOSAL NOTE 1: Vendors proposing must be approved by the manufacturer to sell, install, and service the brand of 
equipment submitted. Proposers responding to this Proposal Invitation shall submit an approval letter from each 
manufacturer for each product line proposed. The requirement to provide an approval letter from the manufacturer applies to 
both seller and installers.  
 
Manufacturers responding directly to this proposal invitation, in lieu of an authorization letter, shall submit a written explanation 
that the company is the manufacturer of the product line(s) proposed. Dealer authorization agreements will not be accepted 
as a substitute for the manufacturer authorization letter.  
 
The manufacturer authorization letters must include the following. 
 
 1. Composed on manufacturer letterhead (an email message is not a substitute for the letter),  
 2. Addressed to “The Local Government Purchasing Cooperative,”  
 3. Dated within the current calendar year,  
 4. List the regions in Texas and states that Vendor is authorized to sell, install, and service product(s) proposed, and  
 5. Name, Title, and Signature of Authorized Official from Manufacturer.  
 
PROPOSAL NOTE 2: A Vendor in Texas must have and maintain for the life of the Contract any Franchise Motor Vehicle 
Dealer Certificate and/or other license/certificate as required by the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles. If Vendor proposes 
to serve states other than Texas, Vendor must have any and all licenses or certificates, including franchise motor vehicle dealer 
certificates or licenses required by each state the Vendor proposes to serve. Proposers responding to this Proposal 
Invitation should submit a copy of their dealer certificate(s) and/or license(s). 
 
PROPOSAL NOTE 3: The Proposal Invitation seeks base model pricing for vehicles. Vendors should propose direct 
replacement models if a vehicle/truck model specified below has been discontinued by the manufacturer. All fire service 
apparatus vehicles must meet or exceed all requirements and comply with or exceed all Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, 
FMVSS. Optional equipment is not to be listed in a base price since options will be selected by the Cooperative member at time 
of quote/order. All options are to be priced at standard government pricing. Vendors shall submit a COMPLETE 
catalog(s)/pricelist(s) OF ALL OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT AND PARTS with their Proposal response or the Proposal will not be 
considered. The Cooperative considers an option listed and priced in a proposal response to be a "Published Option", part of 
any awarded contract, and available for purchase by members separately and independently from associated base price items. 
Vendors shall submit manufacturer upgrade options for each model proposed including alternative fuel equipment (CNG, 
Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.). Vendors shall submit catalog(s)/pricelist(s) in a readily available and readable electronic format, 
with Excel or searchable PDF preferred. No paper catalogs or manufacturer/vendor websites will be accepted.     
 
PROPOSAL NOTE 4: All vehicle ancillary fees to be charged for any purchase from this contract with the exception of delivery 
fees (i.e. applicable state inspection, state title, state registration, dealer document fees, pre-delivery inspection, make ready, 
and manufacturer destination fees) are to be included in the base model price(s). Vehicle fees not included in the base model 
price(s) will not be permitted. The Cooperative service fee for fire service apparatus vehicles is not a “vehicle fee” and is not 
to be included in the base price. Dealer Floor Plan and Lot Insurance costs will only be allowed for inventory vehicles at 
the dealer location and/or vehicles scheduled for upfitting by the dealer. These Floor Plan and Lot Insurance fees shall not 
be included in the price of a vehicle for the purpose of this proposal but must be listed separately as a line-item price on 
individual quotes for any potential Cooperative member purchase.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
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Section I: Commercial Class "A" Pumpers and Tankers   
1. 2-Dr. Cab, 35000# GVW, 300 HP Automatic, A/C - 1250 GPM Pump, 750 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. compartment 

space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment, diesel 300 HP engine, heavy duty 
cooling, 270 amp alternator, Allison MD series automatic transmission, full air brakes, 12.0 compressor, steel channel 
frame, chrome front bumper, minimum 45 gallon fuel tank, 2-door with bench seat, west coast mirrors, air conditioner, 
tilt-telescoping steering wheel, full gauge package, tires to match axle GVW rating, steel ten hole disc wheels. Include 
separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, 
Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

2. 2-Dr. Cab, 35000# GVW, 350 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 750 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. compartment 
space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment,  Diesel 350 HP engine, heavy duty 
cooling, 270 amp alternator, Allison HD series automatic transmission, full air brakes, 12.0 compressor, steel channel 
frame, chrome front bumper, minimum 45 gallon fuel tank, 2-door with bench seat, west coast mirrors, air conditioner, 
tilt-telescoping steering wheel, full gauge package, tires to match axle GVW rating, steel ten hole disc wheels. Include 
separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, 
Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.)  

3. 2-Dr. Cab, 40000# GVW, 300 HP Automatic, A/C - 1250 GPM Pump, 1500 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. compartment 
space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment, Diesel 300 HP engine, heavy duty 
cooling, 270 amp alternator, Allison MD series automatic transmission, full air brakes, 12.0 compressor, steel channel 
frame, chrome front bumper, minimum 45 gallon fuel tank, 2 door with bench seat, west coast mirrors, air conditioner, 
tilt-telescoping steering wheel, full gauge package, tires to match axle GVW rating, steel ten hole disc wheels. Include 
separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, 
Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

4. 2-Dr. Cab, 54000# GVW, 350 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 2500 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. compartment 
space, side mount pump panel, rear Newton electric dump, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment, diesel 
350 HP engine, heavy duty cooling, 270 amp alternator, Allison HD series automatic transmission, full air brakes, 12.0 
compressor, steel channel frame, chrome front bumper, minimum 45 gallon fuel tank, 2-door with bench seat, west coast 
mirrors, air conditioner, tilt-telescoping steering wheel, full gauge package, tires to match axle GVW rating, steel ten hole 
disc wheels. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel 
choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

5. 4-Dr. Cab, 35000# GVW, 300 HP Automatic, A/C - 1250 GPM Pump, 750 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. compartment 
space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade 
options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

6. 4-Dr. Cab, 35000# GVW, 350 HP Automatic, A/C -1500 GPM Pump, 750 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. compartment 
space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade 
options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

 
Section II: Custom Cab Class "A" Pumpers and Tankers   
7. Custom MFD tilt 4-Dr. Cab, 330 HP Automatic, A/C - 1250 GPM Pump, 750 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. compartment 

space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade 
options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

8. Custom LFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 750 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. compartment 
space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade 
options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

9. Custom MFD tilt 4-Dr. Cab, 330 HP Automatic, A/C - 1250 GPM Pump, 750 gallon poly tank, 200 cu. ft. compartment 
space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade 
options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

10. Custom LFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 750 gallon poly tank, 200 cu. ft. compartment 
space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade 
options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

11. Custom MFD tilt 4-Dr. Cab, 330 HP Automatic, A/C - 1250 GPM Pump, 1500 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. 
compartment space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet 
with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, 
Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 
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12. Custom LFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 1500 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. 
compartment space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet 
with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, 
Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

13. Custom MFD tilt 4-Dr. Cab, 330 HP Automatic, A/C - 1250 GPM Pump, 2500 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. 
compartment space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet 
with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, 
Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

14. Custom LFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 2500 gallon poly tank, 100 cu. ft. 
compartment space, side mount pump panel, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include separate sheet 
with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, 
Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

15. Custom MFD tilt 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 3000 gallon elliptical tank, 60 cu. ft. 
compartment space, side mount pump panel, (2) side and (1) rear Newton electric dump, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's 
standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative 
fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

 
Section III: Aerial Ladder and Aerial Platform Devices 
16. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 330 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 400 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. 

compartment space, single axle body, 75' aerial ladder rear mount, pinned waterway, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's 
standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative 
fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

17. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 400 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. 
compartment space, single axle body, 75' aerial ladder rear mount, pinned waterway, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's 
standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative 
fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

18. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 300 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. 
compartment space, tandem axle, 100' aerial ladder rear mount, pinned waterway, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's 
standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative 
fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

19. Custom MFD tilt 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 300 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. compartment 
space, tandem axle, 85' to 95' aerial ladder platform rear mount, pinned waterway, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's 
standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative 
fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

20. Custom MFD tilt 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 300 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. compartment 
space, tandem axle, 100'+ aerial ladder platform rear mount, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard equipment. Include 
separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, 
Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

21. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 200 gallon poly tank, maximum 
compartment space, tandem axle, 100'+ aerial platform articulating style, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard 
equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel 
choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

22. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 400 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. 
compartment space, single axle body, 75' aerial ladder mid-mount, pinned waterway, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's 
standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative 
fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.)  

23. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 300 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. 
compartment space, tandem axle, 100' aerial ladder mid-mount, pinned waterway, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's 
standard equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative 
fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 
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24. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 300 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. 
compartment space, single axle, 70-85' aerial ladder platform mid-mount, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard 
equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel 
choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

25. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 300 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. 
compartment space, tandem axle, 85' to 95' aerial ladder platform mid-mount, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard 
equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel 
choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

26. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C - 1500 GPM Pump, 300 gallon poly tank, 150 cu. ft. 
compartment space, tandem axle, 100'+ aerial ladder platform mid-mount, NFPA 1901, all manufacturer's standard 
equipment. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel 
choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

 
Section IV: Rescue Vehicles, Non-Walk-In Style 
27. 2-Dr. Cab, 35000# GVW, 300 HP Automatic, A/C - Non Walk-In 16' Heavy rescue body, maximum compartment 

space, 8Kw PTO generator, 6000 watt light tower, 10 shelves, 4 roll out trays, diesel 300 HP engine, heavy duty cooling, 
270 amp alternator, Allison MD series automatic transmission, full air brakes, 12.0 compressor, steel channel frame, 
chrome front bumper, minimum 45 gallon fuel tank, 2-door with bench seat, west coast mirrors, air conditioner, tilt-
telescoping steering wheel, full gauge package, tires to match axle GVW rating, steel ten hole disc wheels. Include 
separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, 
Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

28. 4-Dr. Cab, 35000# GVW, 300 HP, Automatic, A/C - Non Walk-In 16' Heavy rescue body, maximum compartment 
space, 8Kw PTO generator, 6000 watt light tower, 10 shelves, 4 roll out trays, diesel 300 HP engine, heavy duty cooling, 
270 amp alternator, Allison MD series automatic transmission, full air brakes, 12.0 compressor, steel channel frame, 
chrome front bumper, minimum 45 gallon fuel tank, 4-door with individual air ride driver seat, SCBA high back officer 
seat, 3 SCBA high back crew seats with SCBA brackets west coast mirrors, air conditioner, tilt-telescoping steering wheel, 
full gauge package, tires to match axle GVW rating, steel ten hole disc wheels. Include separate sheet with upgrade 
options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

29. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 330 HP Automatic, A/C, Raised Roof – Non-Walk-In 16' Heavy rescue body, maximum 
compartment space, 8Kw PTO generator, 6000-watt light tower, 10 shelves, 4 roll out trays. Include separate sheet with 
upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, 
LPG, etc.) 

30. Custom LFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C, Raised Roof - Non-Walk-In 16' Heavy rescue body, maximum 
compartment space, 8Kw PTO generator, 6000-watt light tower, 10 shelves, 4 roll out trays. Include separate sheet with 
upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, 
LPG, etc.) 

31. 2-Dr. Cab, 60" Cab to Axle, A/C – Non-Walk-In 10' Light Duty rescue, maximum compartment space, 5Kw generator, 
roll up doors, 4 shelves, 2 roll out trays, 12,500# GVW, 250 HP diesel engine, heavy duty cooling, dual 110 amp alternator, 
automatic transmission, power disc front and rear brakes, standard frame, chrome front bumper, minimum 30 gallon fuel 
tank, 2 door cab with bench seat, mirrors, air conditioner, tilt-telescoping steering wheel, full gauge package, tires to 
match axle GVW rating, steel disc wheels. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options 
including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

32. 2-Dr. Cab, 84" Cab to Axle, A/C – Non-Walk-In 12' Light Duty rescue, maximum compartment space, 5Kw generator, 
roll up doors, 4 shelves, 2 roll out trays,   12500# GVW, 250 HP diesel engine, heavy duty cooling, dual 110 amp alternator, 
automatic transmission, power disc front and rear brakes, standard frame, chrome front bumper, minimum 30 gallon fuel 
tank, 2-door cab with bench seat, mirrors, air conditioner, tilt-telescoping steering wheel, full gauge package, tires to 
match axle GVW rating, steel disc wheels. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options 
including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 
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Section V: Rescue Vehicles, Walk-In Style   
33. 2-Dr. Cab, 35000# GVW, 300 HP Automatic, A/C - Walk-In 16' Heavy rescue body, maximum compartment space, 

8Kw generator, 6000 watt light tower, 10 shelves, 4 roll out trays, diesel 300 HP engine, heavy duty cooling, 270 amp 
alternator, Allison MD series automatic transmission, Full air brakes, 12.0 compressor, steel channel frame, chrome front 
bumper, minimum 45 gallon fuel tank, 2-door with bench seat, west coast mirrors, air conditioner, tilt-telescoping steering 
wheel, full gauge package, tires to match axle GVW rating, steel ten hole disc wheels. Include separate sheet with upgrade 
options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

34. 4-Dr. Cab, 35000# GVW, 300 HP, Automatic, A/C - Walk-In 16' Heavy rescue body, maximum compartment space, 
8Kw generator, 6000 watt light tower, 10 shelves, 4 roll out trays, diesel 300 HP engine, heavy duty cooling, 270 amp 
alternator, Allison MD series automatic transmission, Full air brakes, 12.0 compressor, steel channel frame, chrome front 
bumper, minimum 45 gallon fuel tank, 4-door with individual air ride driver seat, SCBA high back officer seat, 3 SCBA high 
back crew seats with SCBA brackets west coast mirrors, air conditioner, tilt-telescoping steering wheel, full gauge package, 
tires to match axle GVW rating, steel ten hole disc wheels. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all 
manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

35. Custom MFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 330 HP Automatic, A/C, Raised Roof - Walk-In 16' Heavy rescue body, maximum 
compartment space, 8Kw PTO generator, 6000 watt light tower, 10 shelves, 4 roll out trays. Include separate sheet with 
upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, 
LPG, etc.) 

36. Custom LFD tilt, 4-Dr. Cab, 400 HP Automatic, A/C, Raised Roof - Walk-In 16' Heavy rescue body, maximum 
compartment space, 8Kw generator, 6000 watt light tower, 10 shelves, 4 roll out trays. Include separate sheet with 
upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, 
LPG, etc.) 

37. 2-Dr. Cab, 84" cab to axle, A/C - Walk-In 12' Light Duty rescue, maximum compartment space, 5Kw generator, roll 
up doors, 4 shelves, 2 roll out trays, 15,000# GVW,  250 HP diesel engine, heavy duty cooling, duel 110 amp alternator, 
automatic transmission, power disc front and rear brakes, standard frame, chrome front bumper, minimum 30 gallon fuel 
tank, 2-door cab with bench seat, mirrors, air conditioner, tilt-telescoping steering wheel, full gauge package, tires to 
match axle GVW rating, steel disc wheels. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options 
including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

38. 2-Dr. Cab, 170" cab to axle, A/C - Walk-In 14' Light Duty rescue, maximum compartment space, 5Kw generator, roll 
up doors, 4 shelves, 2 roll out trays, 20,000# GVW, diesel 240 HP engine, heavy duty cooling, 270 amp alternator, Allison 
MD series automatic transmission, Full air brakes, 12.0 compressor, steel channel frame, 170" cab to axle,  chrome front 
bumper, minimum 45 gallon fuel tank, 2-door with bench seat,  west coast mirrors, air conditioner, tilt-telescoping steering 
wheel, full gauge package, tires to match axle GVW rating, steel disc wheels. Include separate sheet with upgrade options 
to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

 
Section VI: Quick Attack and Brush Type Vehicles 
39. 2-Dr. Cab, 4x2, 60" C/A, A/C, 15,000# GVW - Aluminum body, maximum compartment space, 300-340 gallon poly 

tank, booster reel with hose, 26HP diesel powered pump. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all 
manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

40. 2-Dr. Cab, 4x4, 60" C/A, A/C, 15,000# GVW - Aluminum body, maximum compartment space, 300-340 gallon poly 
tank, booster reel with hose, 26HP diesel powered pump. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all 
manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

41. 2-Dr. Cab, 4x4, 60" C/A, A/C, 15,000# GVW - Aluminum Body, 500 gallon poly tank, booster reel with hose, 100 
gpm pump. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel 
choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

42. 2-Dr. Cab, 4x2, 17500# GVW, 275 HP Diesel - Aluminum Body, 500 gallon poly tank, booster reel with hose, 100 
gpm pump. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel 
choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

43. 4-Dr. Cab, 4x4, 17500# GVW, 275 HP Diesel, Manual Transmission - Aluminum Body, maximum compartment 
space, 250 gallon poly tank, 500 gpm PTO pump. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer 
options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 
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44. 2-Dr. Cab, 4x4, 17500# GVW, 275 HP Diesel, Manual Transmission - Aluminum body, maximum compartment 
space, 300 gallon poly tank, 500 gpm pump. Include separate sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer 
options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, Hybrid, LPG, etc.) 

45. 2-Dr. Cab, 4x2, 300 HP Automatic, A/C - Aluminum Body, maximum compartment space, 500 gallon poly tank, 50 
gallon foam, booster reel with hose, 400 gpm diesel driven pump with FoamPro 2100 system or equal. Include separate 
sheet with upgrade options to include all manufacturer options including alternative fuel choice equipment (CNG, Electric, 
Hybrid, LPG, etc.)  

 
Section VII:  OPTIONS AND EQUIPMENT  
46.   Discount (%) off all Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Options. Manufacturer specification sheets and  
      upgrade options catalog/pricelist MUST be included, or proposal will not be considered. 
47.   Discount (%) off Third Party (not OEM) and Unpublished Options and Equipment. Third Party (not OEM)  
      specification sheets and upgrade options catalog/pricelist MUST be included, or proposal will not be considered. 
48.   Discount (%) off Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Parts. 
49.   Discount (%) off Extended Service Maintenance Agreements. 
50.   Discount (%) off Floor Plan Insurance and Lot Insurance (dealer inventory ambulance and upfitting vehicles). 
 
Section VIII: Fire Service Apparatus Delivery Fees and Labor Rate for Installation and Repair Service   
51.   Not to Exceed Hourly Labor Rate for Installation/Repair Service of Fire Service Apparatus Equipment and Products. 
52.   Not to Exceed Hourly Labor Rate for Paint and Body Repair of Fire Service Apparatus. 
53.   Not to Exceed Per Mile Delivery Fee for Fire Service Apparatus. 
 
Section IX:  Fleet Mobile Maintenance Services for Fire Service Apparatus Vehicles  
54.   Discount (%) off Fleet Mobile Maintenance Services. (Vendors shall submit catalog(s)/pricelist(s) with their Proposal  
        response detailing the fleet mobile maintenance service rates or the Proposal will not be considered. Vendors shall submit  
        catalog(s)/pricelist(s) with the Proposal in a readily available and readable electronic format, with Excel or searchable  
        PDF preferred.) 
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